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broken by an air bomb explosion and repaired. The hole
where the bomb struck was visible in the street; the marks
on the wall and on the gksswork could also be seen. But
it was evident that the building had survived long after.
Then had come this mysterious fire. The rained and
broken front wall was blackened, but the glass awning was
intact. More, the electric light bulbs were all in place
and, though smoke begrimed, were all intact. What
strange explosive bombs, which left no trace of explosion
behind them, which broke no glass, which never hit the
road and yet set fire to all the houses!
A few weeks later, when the Nationalist attack had got
dangerously near the vaunted "Iron Belt" at Amorebieta?
I spent many hours watching that town.   No Nationalist
batteries were shelling it, no aeroplanes were m the sky,
as there was a torrential downpour of rain.   And yet it
began to burn, just as Guernica had done, and Eibar
before that, and Irun long before that.   This time no
German or Italian planes could be blamed, just as none
of them could have been blamed for Irun.   But none the
less Aniorebieta, another little Basque town, loved by its
inhabitants and as sacred to them as was Guernica to its
townsfolk, was burning. I visited Amorebieta later, and it
looked just like Guernica.   There were houses destroyed
by bombs and there were houses which had been burnt.
What is the conclusion?   Both towns were hit in the
normal course of war by bombs and damaged.   Both
towns were burnt, outside of any pretence of military
necessity, by Communists or Anarchists enraged at having
to abandon them to a hated foe.   All else is untrue, all
else is the fabrication of a system of propaganda which has
lived on lies since its famous first declarations in July 1936
to the effect that the movement had been suppressed and
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